Presentation – Flûte Alors!

Being the best recorder player you can be
Tips and tricks for getting the most out of your practice and
tackling difficult passages
Good morning everyone. My name is Sarah Jeffery, and I am a recorder player living
and working in the Netherlands. You may know me from my youtube channel ‘Team
Recorder’ – aside from this, I also perform concerts and teach. This all means that I
have had to practice a lot of notes in my lifetime, often in busy periods without much
free time to practice, so I’m here to share my advice and tips with you!
I’m going to help you figure out how to get the most out of your practice time,
including when to practice, how much time to spend, and what you should exactly be
doing. After that, I’ll give you a bunch of tips for conquering a difficult passage of
music.

The main question people as me is how much time should they spend on practice.
Ten minutes every day? Two hours per week? Six hours per day?? The simple
answer… well, there is none. There is no hard and fast rule for how much practice one
‘should’ be doing, as it will differ wildly due to circumstances – if you are an amateur
or professional, how much music you have to prepare, if it’s for an audition, exam,
concert or just for fun, and your own particular style of working.
As a general rule, practicing little and often is the best method. In order to improve,
one needs to practice regularly. That is just the truth. What we are looking for is the
balance between: practicing enough that you can effectively improve, but not so much
that you get frustrated, bored, or even worse: injured.
It can help to take a look at your schedule and answer these questions for yourself: do
you have a lesson or rehearsal to prepare for? When is your free time in the days
leading up to that? Do you prefer to play in the morning when you wake up, or are
you a night owl? If you have a long day at work, does practicing your instrument
stress you out , or does it help you to relax and unwind?
It can also really help to identify for yourself your ‘optimum practice duration’.
Personally I like to have a good couple of hours free where I can play uninterrupted –
then I can spend some time getting ‘in the zone’, and I have a much better practice
session for it. Other people find success with the pomodoro method – working in a
focused manner for 25 minutes, before taking a 5 minute break (and repeating if
wished).
I often find that starting is the hardest part – once I’m going, I can practice for longer
than I thought. Try aiming for 10 minutes per day (it may well turn into 25) and you

will be amazed with how you improve! Make it easier for yourself by having a
dedicated practice space – your music stand, instrument and sheet music all set up and
ready to go.
I’ll close this section with an example from… DuoLingo. This is a popular language
learning app that I am currently using to learn Welsh. The app prompts you (through
sms and email) to spend 5 minutes per day learning – and I almost always find that
when I begin, I spend about 20 minutes. Regular, little and often is thus a great way to
build a sustainable practice routine.

Of course, how long you practice isn’t the most important thing. It’s much better to
cultivate a healthy practising habit, than just focusing on ‘more, more, more’.
How you spend the practice time is important– and I have a plan for you!
<shows practice plan, either on screen or printed out?>
This is a study plan I got from my teacher in England, Annabel Knight, when I was
studying for my bachelor degree there. It helped me to figure out a practice structure
for myself, and was invaluable to me!
It basically breaks up practice time into eight segments, to give an overview of the
different topics you can choose to tackle. You don’t have to do them all in one
session, or even in one lifetime. But it can really help to give an overview.
Box one is the part that I do always try and do every practice session – a warm up. I
find that if I spend 5 minutes warming up, I am so much more concentrated, my
practice is more effective, and I don’t get as many physical aches and pains. Try it –
you’ll be amazed!
I will demonstrate my short warm up session:
- demonstrate physical stretches – long notes – finger trills – short scales
Box eight is the other really important one – your pieces! After all, making music is
the reason we are all here. It says ‘with a view to performance’, but even if you never
intend to set foot on a stage, it just means that you are aiming for the highest standard
you can reach for yourself.
One note – how many pieces should you tackle at once? I personally like two or three.
I like to have one piece almost finished, one in progress, and one new, and then work
in a cycle where I replace a finished piece with a new one. This also works with two
pieces. You may prefer to focus on one at a time, or you may need to study piles of
music for a concert, but for myself I found this to be the most effective method.
Let’s have a look at the other sections.
Box 2 is ‘studies’ – basically technical exercises written out as pieces so that they are
enjoyable to play. This is a list of common ones for the recorder.

Box 3 is one of the most valuable – scales! Boring, right? But if you know your
scales, you can automatically play around 60% of all baroque repertoire, for example.
It helps with fingers dexterity, articulation, co ordination, your ear and harmonic
knowledge... Try five minutes per day, it’s like going to the recorder gym!
Boxes 4, 5 and 7 are the three building blocks of recorder playing: fingers, air, and
tongue. They all work together to make music, but spending time on each one
separately can increase your ‘toolbox’ for creating musical expression dramatically.
After all, one big reason for spending time on technique is so that you can use it to
create the sound you want to hear!
Box 6 is ‘skills’ - concrete things such as transposition (between alto and soprano,
but also playing recorders in keys such as D and G), ornamentation, improvisation in
different styles, contemporary and extended techniques… feel free to add to the list.
Now, how to use this study plan - you definitely do not have to do it all every day! If I
have just a few minutes, I may choose box 1, to stay in shape. In a normal practice
session, I may use box 1 and then box 8, working on say two pieces. If I have more
time, I may box box 1 and 8, plus another box that relates the pieces I am working on.
For a Vivaldi concerto, box 3 (scales) and 4 (fingers) could be useful. For practicing
Bach, maybe I want to use box 5 (air) and box 6 (ornamentation). And so on – feel
free to make your own combinations!
Of course, don’t forget to just let this all go from time to time and have fun – box 8,
playing through the music you love.
This brings me to my last point – the different between active and passive practice.
Passive is where you are simply playing through, not really aiming to work on
anything. This is so important too! Let go, relax, and play. I like to grab a pile of
sonatas and do this from time to time.
Active practice is where you are concentrated, and evaluating yourself with a view to
improvement. That is the state you are aiming for when working on a piece. Play a
small segment – a phrase, for example – and give yourself feedback. What did you
like, and why? Choose one thing to listen out for and improve the next time you play
it – tuning, that tricky note, vibrato, dynamics. Then try and implement that one thing.
Hey, you can even use the study plan to practice this element separately! Don’t try
and improve everything at once, because you will be overwhelmed!
My last tip when you are sitting down to practice is for concentration. When you’ve
figured out what, when, and how long to practice for, that is already excellent
preparation. But make sure you are able to concentrate too! A few tips:
- make sure you have a quiet, uninterrupted room or space to play, and let your
family or housemates know not to disturb you if possible.
- - again the warm up: I can’t overstate how important a few minutes of warm
up can be, for forgetting the stresses of daily life and getting into concentrated
mode.

-

PUT AWAY YOUR PHONE. Put away your phone!!!!!!
And don’t forget to just play - play through music you love, without a critical
ear or worry of how you sound. After all, the pleasure and enjoyment of
making music is the most important part!

So now we’ve covered practice in general. Now I want to give some methods for
tackling a tricky piece, section or passage of music.
We’ve all been there - a string of fast notes, tricky fingerings or accidentals, an
annoying trill, a complicated rhythm… and it feels like no matter how much we try, it
just doesn’t sound the way you want it to. I still have this, even after years of
professional playing! Luckily I’ve put together a few tips that can really help you.
The first is – slow and steady wins the race. Mastering any new technique or phrase
will take time, and it’s important to not rush it. If you rush, you’ll become frustrated
and likely practice mistakes, which are difficult to rectify. If I’m practicing a hard
passage, I like to play it slower than I actually can, to make sure it’s really solid. Then
I let it rest before returning the next day. Often it has improved overnight – it just
needed time to sink in!
To get tricky notes under the fingers, repetition is important. You need to practice the
muscle memory so that eventually your fingers just know what to do – in the same
way that you walk, climb the stairs, or drive a car without thinking about it.
Repetition also enables you to memorise how it sounds, so you are eventually partly
playing by ear. In fact, when you have mastered a piece you are actually playing 90%
by heart without realising it – the score is just a memory aid.
But just practicing dry repetitions is rather uninspiring! Let’s look for ways to bring
variety into your practice.
I like to make rhythmic variations:
demonstrate passage in the four rhythm examples
I also like to make patterns
demonstrate
And I like to play the same passage in lots of different moods
demonstrate
A main stumbling block of the recorder is often the co ordination between fingers and
tongue. Even if your fingers are moving perfectly and your tongue super fast, poor co
ordination will leave your music sounding messy.
The best way to practice this is the following method. Play your passage with the
fingers moving as normal, but leave out every other note. demonstrate If you aren’t
co ordinated, then you will hear little ‘blips’. Want a harder challenge? Leave the
notes on the off beats out! demonstrate

One technique I love to use was outlined in the book ‘Advanced Recorder Technique:
fingers and tongue’ by Gudrun Heyens. It’s quite detailed, but is really useful for
mastering one tricky fingering, for example demonstrate.
Imagine you have a difficult finger change - E to G#, for example. Take your recorder
and rest it on your shoulder, and mime the finger change. First, really look at your
fingers, feel what the are doing, and listen to the sound they make.
1. First, look at which fingers do not move. These are your anchors. Really feel
them, solid on the recorder.
2. Then, look at which fingers go up. Practice just them. Imagine them lifting off
with great ease and energy!
3. Then, look which fingers go down. Practice just them too. Feel them falling
easily onto the recorder with a sigh.
4. Then combine to two, letting every finger move exactly with the rest, as part
of the team.
This is quite a process, but can really help for ‘that’ tricky moment in the music!
It will really help you to record yourself and listen back. I know, I actually dislike
listening to myself! If you do it, I recommend leaving a little time in between – a day
or so, say. Then you can listen a little more objectively. Try and listen for things you
are happy about - give yourself a compliment!
Then listen in a bit of a clinical way for aspects your would like to improve – is the
articulation clunky, would you like more dynamics, should the whole thing be slower.
Doing so will also greatly help you to shape the music, and may give you other ideas
for interpretation than if you only play. You can couple this with your practice plan –
after listening to your own playing, which boxes would you like to work on?
As I said before, assimilating new techniques or difficult pieces will take time.
Sometimes it may feel as if you are not making progress. Remember, that is normal,
and it’s also fine – even beneficial - to leave a piece for a while and let it rest. When
you are a few months down the road, listen to those old recordings of yourself. You
may be surprised at how much progress you have actually made.
The last step it to trust it. That voice in your head that says “aha, this is the place
where you always go wrong, you’re probably going to mess it up!”. Turn that OFF. If
I reach a tricky part when performing, I actually distance myself from the music for a
moment and let my fingers take over, trying not to think too much about it.
A helpful hint is to play for others – first play for yourself in the mirror, then for a
recording device (your phone is fine), then for a family member or friend. Each one is
a little bit more scary! But you will learn to trust your own musicality (because you
have a lot of it!) and will grow more and more comfortable in your performance.

So those were some of my tips and tricks for practice. I also want to say that these are
one way of doing it – but certainly not the only way. If something else works for you,
then great. The most important thing is that you can continue to be inspired and enjoy
the wonderful practice of music making.
Thank you very much for listening.
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